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 ON THE VALUE OF MODERN GREEK FOR THE
 STUDY OF ANCIENT GREEK.'

 THE study of Hellenistic Greek, or of the Kcov', which has flourished
 increasingly since the beginning of the present century, has brought Modern
 Greek more and more within the view of classical philologists. As I have
 insisted on utilizing Modern Greek for Hellenistic philology for about twenty
 years, I may claim some credit if a knowledge of Modern Greek is now admitted
 to be indispensable to Hellenistic studies; but philologists only reluctantly
 acknowledge this new demand, and hesitate to acquire as full an acquaintance
 with Modern Greek as the study of the icowv demands.

 Thus, for instance, the linguist Paul Kretschmer2 emphasizes the value
 of Modern Greek to students as an important source of linguistic information,
 but Professor Gercke, one of the editors of the work in which Kretschmer's
 article appears, states in the same volume that although Modern Greek has
 been useful in elucidating many problems of vulgar or Hellenistic Greek, it
 remains outside the interests of most classical students. Hence young students
 will unfortunately be inclined to conclude that they need not burden themselves
 with this new study, even if good opportunities should come in their way.

 I think I may claim to have proved by my own scientific work how much
 a good knowledge of Modern Greek contributes towards a right perception of
 the character of Hellenistic Greek, and I therefore venture to discuss the
 methodical value of Modern Greek philology to-day, and to illustrate its fruits
 by some concrete examples. The theme of my lecture will give me occasion
 not only to review the latest results of investigation, but also to trace the lines
 of future inquiry. I shall restrict myself to the linguistic side of the subject,
 whereas Dr. Menardos,3 the Reader of Modern Greek in the University of
 Oxford, and the Dutch Neogrecist, Hesseling,4 have extended their investigations
 to folklore and literature, treating the language itself but lightly.

 But before entering upon the discussion of my special subject, I should
 wish to say a few words as to the interest which the study of three thousand
 years of continuous linguistic development has for those who concern them-
 selves with the science of language in general. Only the Indian and Chinese

 1 A lecture delivered before the Victoria

 University of Manchester, October I3, 1913.
 2 Gercke und Norden, Einleitung in die klass.

 Altertumswissenschaft, 2I (I912), p. 474.
 3 On the Value of Byzantine and Modern Greek in

 Hellenic Study, Oxford, 90o9.
 4 Det Betekenis van het Niew Grieks voor de

 Gcschiedenis der Griekse Taal en der Griekse Letter-
 kunde, Leiden, 1907.
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 182 A. THUMB

 languages have a documentary history extending over so long a period. "The
 great gain from the study of contemporary Greek is the perception of the
 whole as a continuous and living language," says Menardos concisely.' As in
 the development of human speech, transformation or change alone is constant

 --'vTa d, says Heraclitus of Ephesus-it is of the highest importance for
 the knowledge of the laws of linguistic development that we should be able
 to observe the' transformation of a language for as long a time as possible.
 For instance, the decay of the verbs in -,u takes place before our eyes; we see

 it begin with Homeric forms such as 8ELKvtovot, continue through Hellenistic
 ioT'C, TL OC, KiCdopat, until Modern Greek is reached, in which eZ41at alone
 remains from the rich Indo-European formation. In Latin the same process
 was completed before the beginning of written records. 'Itacism,' from its

 beginning with the transition of et into . in the ancient Corinthian dialect (6th century) to its completion with the transition of q and v to i, lies entirely
 within the textual tradition of Greek. The process was at work for about
 1,500 years, i.e., from 6oo B.C. to A.D. 900, as regards common Greek; but
 even to-day it is not entirely complete, for q and v have still in some dialects
 their old values as e and u.

 There are philologists who are accustomed to characterize all modifications
 of classical Greek as due to the decline or deterioration of the language. How
 wrong such an opinion is appears from the fact that some tendencies of classical
 Greek have only attained adequate expression in the modern language. So,
 for example, the old dualism expressed in the two forms lypa ov iypa a only
 reaches completeness in the modern differentiation of the future into the two

 forms 8h vypdow and Oa vypdafw. Modern Greek, accordingly, shows that the
 distinction between imperfective and perfective action, far from vanishing in

 post-classic times, has remained sufficiently vigorous to create new forms
 supplementary to those of classical Greek.

 If the development of a language can be traced through three thousand
 years, we may expect to find that in the succession of phenomena certain
 processes are at times repeated, and observations of this kind are of special
 importance for the study of the laws of linguistic development. We know,
 for instance, that in prehistoric Greek, long before the time of our textual

 tradition, the palatalization of q*i, qwe, has led through Ci, c'e to T1, Te (e.g., in
 TiV, T, ,7rvCe), and that this process repeated itself at the end of the classical
 period, spreading over a great part of the Modern Greek dominion to an extent
 which cannot at present be exactly delimited. In Crete and other islands, in
 the Peloponnesus and elsewhere, ki, ke has become Ji, e, tsi, tse, and the like,
 exactly as in the Romance languages.2 But whereas in the Romance languages
 this sound-change is almost universal, it is restricted in Modern Greek to
 particular dialects; and I mention it because just in the same way the
 prehistoric change did not establish itself in all dialects; for instance, the

 1 The Value, etc., p. z9.
 2 A. Thumb, Handbook of the Modern Greek

 Vernacular (Edinburgh, 1911), ? x7.
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 ON THE VALUE OF MODERN GREEK 183

 Aeolic group has vre'rvpes for Teraoape(?. Further, the assibilation of T1 to at

 (818o-tv, TWrLt) is a characteristic of the ancient eastern and central dialects;
 and the same change is found again in Modern Greek as a characteristic of
 the speech of Crete and some other islands of the Aegean, in which places

 words like pci-a, ,o-paTut~r7q have become /d'9ta, apaOtcbTl7. In inflexion
 also we find examples of the repetition of the same process of change after an

 interval of time. Thus the ancient passive aorist '80qv, according to the
 probable hypothesis of J. Wackernagel, had its origin in the 2 s. E8B7
 (= old Indian adithis)-that is to say, this single form has developed into
 a complete tense formed on the analogy of 4/3dXvly, -i7p, -7, etc. In the same
 way the Modern Greek imperfect E'LXovaa, -ES, -e, etc., has its origin in
 3rd pl. 4tXoiVav, which is found in the Hellenistic period. Let me give one
 more example of a less obvious character. In the ancient Cretan dialect there

 occur nominatives such as Jatv for apc, rvv for Ttvy'; and Johannes Schmidt
 has shown that these forms are occasioned by the I pl. ending which appears
 in 04poptev. Now the modern dialect of Aravanion in Cappadocia furnishes
 the form dafTE7 for dae't, 'you,' which is clearly occasioned in the same way-
 i.e., by the analogy of the 2 pl. X&d (= XE'7Ee) and similar forms.2 Such
 examples can be multiplied to any extent.

 A detailed comparison of the development of Greek with that of Latin and
 Old and Modern Indian would be calculated to enlarge greatly our knowledge
 of the general character and causes of linguistic development. No adequate
 inquiry of this kind has yet been made. For instance, what has been said
 about the parallel development of Greek and Latin is far from sufficient.'
 Such a comparative history of Greek and Latin and of Greek and Indian
 and German would be of value to the whole Science of Language, for it shows
 over long periods the general conditions and effects of linguistic development.
 Even a superficial comparison brings out the difference of rate of linguistic
 transformation in different languages. The rate of transformation seems to be
 much slower for Greek than, for instance, for the Romance and Germanic
 groups.

 The sound changes of Modern Greek, though greater than those in Italian,
 are less pronounced than those of French and English, especially where un-
 accented syllables and terminations are concerned. In accidence the Romance
 languages have lost all, English nearly all, the case-forms: whereas Modern
 Greek has kept all the old cases (except the dative) and the different types of
 declension. Compare, for instance, the Modern Greek O'Xo;, OXov, ptXo(v),
 4x1Xot, 4tXO(v), 4IXovq (as in Classical Greek), and the Italian amico, (plural)
 amici against the Latin amicus, amici, amicum, etc.; or the English day

 1 See Brugmann-Thumb, Gr. Gramm., p. 273.
 2 See Hatzidakis, 'AOi~Pa, xxiv, 342.
 3 Kirting's book, Neugriechisch und Romanisch

 (Berlin, 1896), is unmethodical, and therefore a
 failure. K. Dieterich in KZ. xxxvii. 407 sqq.,
 xxxix. 87 sqq., Immisch in his Sprach- und Stilge-

 schichtliche Parallelen zw. Griech. u. Lat., N. Jahr-
 biAcher f. d. klass. Altertum. xxix. 27 sqq., and
 Pfister in Vulgiirlatein und Vulgdrgriechisch, Rhein.
 Mus. lxvii. 195 sqq., make some suggestive
 remarks.
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 (plural) days against the Gothic dags, dagis, daga, dag, dagds, dage', dagam,
 dagans.

 We must not, however, underestimate the distance between Ancient and
 Modern Greek, as Professor Hatzidakis has lately done.' The modern
 Cappadocian dialect, for instance, has developed in such an original manner
 that it differs from common Greek more than French differs from Italian or

 Italian from Latin. We may put it generally, and say that the energy of
 dialectic differentiation in Greek is not less than that seen in the Romance

 languages; for between the dialects of the Peloponnesus, Macedonia, Cyprus
 and Cappadocia, there is a distance not surpassed by that which separates
 Italian, Spanish, French and Roumanian. Indeed, the difference between the
 Tsaconian dialect, the descendant -of the old Laconian, and all the other
 dialects, cannot be equalled by any differences among the Romance languages
 as I know them. Nevertheless, the centrifugal forces in Modern Greek must
 be accounted weaker than those in the Romance, Germanic and Slavonic
 languages. These latter have produced more than a single literary form;
 while Greek, from the Hellenistic period down, and even before this, has
 always possessed the same centripetal or unitary tendencies. It never
 occurred to the modern Greeks to create distinct literary dialects-one for the
 Greek kingdom itself, another for Cyprus, another for Pontus or Cappadocia.

 For all problems concerning the highest and ultimate principles of
 linguistic science, we must utilize the comparison of different languages; and
 the longer a language-history the greater our gain from it. The philologist,
 therefore, who takes an interest in the universal science of language, must not
 neglect Modern Greek, which has a documentary history of nearly 3,000 years,
 and one differing widely from that of the other European languages.

 We have already touched upon the subject of literary dialects. In Greece
 throughout the whole of its history this has shown unique features. We see
 to-day in Greece the struggle for a new form of literary speech. This 'battle
 of language' has a universal interest, for it teaches us what processes ac-
 company, and what conditions influence the rise of a new literary dialect. A
 young and energetic party, which grows from day to day, has for about fifteen
 years been struggling against the traditional literary speech, the xaOapedovo-a,
 which artificially preserves ancient Greek forms and words. These reformers
 aim at creating a new language of literature, which shall agree with the living
 popular language and draw its power from it. They desire what we have long
 possessed, a natural and national speech, free from the chains of the past,
 however glorious, like French and Italian, which have liberated themselves
 from bondage to Latin, or English and German, which have won the place

 1 Ilept r7s v67r77To T t7r 'EXX77VLK^T 'YWOB0a ,
 'E7reptP 70Ou 'EOvLKO Il HaveTrLTrLov 1909. 47 sqq.
 Professor Hatzidakis, relying on his list of words,
 says that half the words of the Homeric vocabu-
 lary survive in Attic, and a third of these in
 Modern Greek (6480: 3485: .165); of the 4,900

 words of the New Testament, 2,280 are still used

 iv Tr KOLvy XaXLt. These statistics are open to the objection of including words owing their
 vogue to literary influence, and before admitting
 their validity we should apply the same test to
 the relations of Latin and Italian.
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 ON THE VALUE OF MODERN GREEK 185

 once held by Latin, as the language of monks and scholars. For us in
 'Europe' this struggle for a really modern language belongs to the past.
 In Greece we see before our eyes how progress struggles with tradition, and
 how the national spirit is roused by an endeavour to introduce vernacular

 forms and words like 7ranrpaq for 7ra'rtp, repd for i&op, o7rIrit for olida, or to
 banish the dative from the written language. The study of this process
 teaches us not only how a new literary form of speech arises, but also what
 psychological factors, national or individual, prevent or promote such a
 process. It enables us to realize what difficulties the great Dante had to face
 in elevating the lingua uolgaris to the literary rank of Latin, and why the
 language of the great reformer Luther was so long in winning its victory over
 German dialects of North and South. And we see from the Greek parallel
 that such literary innovations came not only through academic discussion, but
 also through passionate strife. The present opportunity of observing the
 struggle for a new literary dialect illustrates in many details similar conflicts
 in the past, not everywhere perhaps so passionate as in modern Greece, where
 this literary question has incited men to political revolution, and even resulted
 in bloodshed.

 The new literary idiom is based on colloquial Greek, but forms also a
 higher unity, above the dialects. Greece had already solved this problem when
 Hellenistic Greek developed out of Attic, and united the whole of Hellenism in
 a common spoken and written language which finally superseded the old
 dialects. The study of this process, the rise of the so-called otvw , receives
 useful suggestions from the history of Modern Greek. So I come to my special
 theme to which I wish to call your attention, and proceed to inquire what is
 the value of Modern Greek philology for the study of Ancient Greek. Modern
 Greek research proceeded upon wrong lines until thirty years ago,1 and in con-
 sequence its importance for Ancient Greek was first sought in a wrong direc-
 tion. It was believed that Modern Greek was a descendant of Aeolo-Doric

 dialects, and even that certain Modern Greek sounds and inflexions must be

 derived from prehistoric Greek types. Thus, for instance, every a where Attic

 had q was thought to be Doric, the nom. and acc. plural rce/qC = TtLai(-Cd) was

 identified with Aeolic rtqaL/av= tptdC, the old digamma was everywhere recog-
 nized where Modern Greek 3 or yr or another consonant did not clearly corres-
 pond with identical sounds in the ancient language. In (dialectic) forms like
 ayaawrdeetv for cywa4re the original uncontracted form was seen ; and in cases such

 as dpoT7aya= ancient 'dpcTWov the genuine Indo-European type was believed to
 survive. A scientific fantasy which was guided by no method regarded Modern
 Greek and its dialects as a help in recognizing unknown dialectic forms of old
 Greek, and even forms from prehistoric and pre-Hellenic times. Scholars
 affected by this Archidomanie, as it has been called, never examined or explained

 the absurd historical premisses on which, those grammatical derivations and

 1 See Thumb, Die neugriech. Sprache, Freiburg i. B., 1892.
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 speculations rested. European and Greek philologists revelled in the great
 antiquity of Modern Greek; and when the truth about its origin had already
 been stated, a Greek 1 still praised its Homeric character. Even to-day there
 are occasionally Greeks who surpass their predecessors, if possible, and make
 the most absurd assertions as to the archaic character of their mother tongue;
 but they are amateurs, of no scientific importance, who are no longer taken
 seriously. For we have long knpwn that Modern Greek with its dialects

 descended from the Koow or Hellenistic common speech. This statement has
 changed the point of view from which the relation between Ancient and
 Modern Greek must be considered.

 In the first place, the present-day view of Modern Greek has a negative
 side; our knowledge of the ancient dialects cannot be enlarged by the study of
 the modern tongue, at any rate not on the basis of clear and undisputed facts.
 The traces of ancient dialectic elements are too unimportant, and their recogni-
 tion in Modern Greek depends too much upon the ancient traditional dialec-
 tology for us to draw any certain information from studies of this kind in the
 modern language. It is possible enough that a digamma should live on in the
 ,8 of a rare dialectic word or place-name, but, apart from Tsaconian, only the
 place-name BoltrvXo (a village in Maina) eludes critical examination; ; for
 8okdXK?' kiddle' (Western Peloponnesus) recently supposed to come from an
 ancient * FoXK?d,3 has its digamma disproved by the fact that XKExd and eKxco in
 antiquity show no trace of it. On the other hand, an old digamma cannot be
 proved by the M.Gr. word because a ~ in other words also appears spontane-
 ously before an initial 0.4

 It is therefore not worth our while to look in Modern Greek for traces of

 ancient dialect phenomena. The search would be a failure, and sheer waste of
 energy, for the direct way to the sources is shorter and surer. There is only
 one exception. The Tsaconian, spoken in the Parnon mountains, is the only
 descendant of an ancient dialect, and we may characterize it as a mixture of
 old Laconian and Hellenistic elements.5 In this single case we can reconstuct
 an ancient dialect, starting from a modern one; and with the additional help
 afforded by tradition we can delineate the features of the later Laconian. As
 I remarked years ago," it would be worth while to apply Tsaconian to the
 examination of the text and language of the Laconian psephism in Boethius,
 De Institutione Musica, I., I, a forgery by a grammarian of the Imperial age.
 Professor von Wilamowitz, through neglecting the help of Modern Greek, has
 failed to advance the linguistic interpretation and reconstruction of this text.7
 Further, Tsaconian gives us some knowledge of old Laconian characteristics

 1 Kovr6rovXos, 'AOavacla r^E'EXXIVLK^S yX3aS,
 } bve6perot 77rs'OpPKsc fyXb TO27 3 V TCsL S c b tecLn

 taXL9rKOLr, Athens, 1884 (2nd edition !). 2 See most recently Hatzidakis' Meau-ova C Kai
 via 'EXXPLKac II. (1907) 316 sqq.

 3 See I~KLT in the 'EPre'ptr 70o oHavet7rlov,
 1911, 217 sqq. (K. Dieterich, Byz. Zeitschr. xxi.

 286, also expressed doubts.)
 4 See Hatzidakis I.c.

 5 See Thumb, Handbuch der griech. Dialekht
 (Heidelberg, 1909), 9o sqq.
 8 Hellenismus, pp. 36 sq.; most recently Indog.

 Forsch. xxxiii. 298.
 7 Timotheos, Die Perser (Leipzig, 1903), 69 sq.
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 preserved in the later Laconian; thus Professor Hatzidakis has shown1 that
 it not only proves an old pronunciation of v as u, and so confirms the ancient
 tradition, but also proves that under certain conditions Laconian made v into
 iu-a fact previously known only for the Boeotian dialect, and quite new for
 Laconian.

 But that which we may glean from Tsaconian is quite trifling in com-
 parison with the rich harvest of information that Modern Greek yields
 concerning Hellenistic. The modern language enables us, first, to deduce
 the spoken xotvws independently of the ancient sources, and so to fill up the
 gaps in our textual tradition. Then it renders possible a critical examination
 of this textual tradition. And so by the combination of these processes we
 can form an accurate conception of that important period of Greek.

 Beginning with the first point, we may observe that our scientific
 research has the same task and the same method as the study of Vulgar
 Latin by the aid of Romance philology. Since we may assume that Modern

 Greek dialects began to .differentiate markedly between A.D. 500 and Iooo, it
 follows that the deduced common basis of Modern Greek and its dialects

 represents Greek as spoken about the end of antiquity. Let us see now in a
 rapid review how Later Greek appeared about A.D. 500, if we reconstruct it
 with the help of Modern Greek alone, renouncing the aid of textual tradition.

 I. The vocalism had already reached the stage known as ' Itacism,' found
 in the language of to-day: et and , had become i everywhere, and so had 1
 almost everywhere; ot and v were pronounced alike, partly as i and partly as
 ii; at had the same sound as e, and ev, av were either ev, av, or ef, af. Vowel
 quantities were levelled: all accented syllables, whatever the original quantity
 of their vowel, became uniformly half-long, while all unaccented syllables were
 short. The tone difference between acute and circumflex had disappeared, the
 two accents denoting essentially stress, not pitch.2

 That the state of vocalism presupposed by Modern Greek really belongs
 to the close of antiquity is proved by the Northern Greek dialects of to-day.
 Here every unaccented i and u has been reduced or has disappeared, every
 unaccented e and o has become i and u. In these changes the ancient t, I1, v,
 te and ot are alike treated as i, e and at as e, o and w as o. The Northern
 Greek changes of vocalism imply that Itacism had become complete. And
 since we may assume that these developments in Northern Greek started
 between A.D. 500 and Iooo,3 the stage of Itacism must have been fully reached
 about the end of antiquity.

 2. The consonantism too has the same aspect as that of Modern Greek.
 The old x, X, 0 have become f, ch, (except that ao is -cr, X8 is Xr, and 80 is

 1 Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxxiv. 81 sqq.
 2 For a certain musical element in Modern

 Greek accent, see H. Pernot, Phonitique des parlers
 de Chio, 50 sqq.; also Brugmann-Thumb, Gr.
 Gramm., 176 sq.

 3 See Hellenismus, p. x65, Prinzipienfragen, der
 Komv-Forschung, Neue Jahrbiicher f. d. hl. Alt.,
 90o6, pp. 258 sq. Kretschmer, however (Der
 heutig lesbische Dialekt, pp. 5 sq.), is not certain as to
 the antiquity of the Northern Greek phenomena.
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 O7-), and 8, , , are v, 3, t, except in the combinations p8B, yy, vS, where the
 mediae remain unchanged. The tenues as a rule suffered no change, but
 they were softened after a nasal (as in ~rropov, f~'repa, avdyai ), and became

 fricatives before T (CxXir'TVFs becoming KxiTqrS-, 03xm v xro , etc.); the nasals
 disappeared before 0, X, a, as vtvi1, KoaoravTrivo4; and a before a voiced
 consonant were sounded z, as in lcov'os.

 3. In the inflexion of the nouns may be noted the loss of the dative, and

 such paradigms as ryXca--a, -aq, -av, -eq, -ov, -as, or -es; 'X7rnl-a, -aq, -av,
 -e, -*ov, -aq, or -eq; 7roXtr, 7JXt r-Xw1; vav%- 17#, ", -i?, *e, -69v-,c -eq, or -a;

 nrarlp-aq, a, av, -e, ov, -ev, or -aq; *qo-aq-, a%, -a", a,- ; aXe7-ov, -ov,9, -oVfT. The pronouns 6'# and 'e' had become 46tv(a) and e'~v(a), 7iCatev and vi`tas had
 been replaced by o-e^s and oas4, obvov by ToviTov, and 03e had disappeared.

 4. In verb-inflexion it is characteristic that the present active participle
 became indeclinable, the infinitive was limited (the substantival use must
 have retained its position unimpaired), reduplication was lost, and so were
 the middle aorist, the optative, and the perfect passive. The -Cet verbs were
 transformed into verbs in -o, except eldd, which was however conjugated as

 a middle (eltzas, e tat (vt), e teOa, el O (~v), with imperfect i~vy, etc.).
 Subjunctive and indicative flexion coincided, as did that of imperfect, perfect,
 and aorist (lypaoa, XOa, ~lpaga, eip~ra), the perfect tense receiving the
 syntactical force of the aorist.1

 It is however remarkable that gwoxav and g8ooaav, 1Oxav and Wo0eav lived
 on together. The difference between active and middle persisted, though
 middle and passive forms were levelled, and the subtleties of the ancient
 middle were lost. The total list of media tantum verbs was not reduced, for

 such losses as rapatrci for -oviAat, 'resign,' were compensated by innovations
 like xalpoltat.

 Such is the picture, in a few broad lines, of Hellenistic as presented to
 us by the comparative study of Modern Greek and its dialects. It is a
 hypothetical reconstruction, and we ought, if we had no other evidence, to
 place the asterisk before these assumed earlier forms, and write r7^4 *ryXaaa,

 ol *vare (*ndftes), *El/at (*Ime), *bvt, typaka, *JXOa. The comparative
 method however permits us to regard them as really existing: it is only
 on their relative age that we might entertain doubts, had we not direct textual
 evidence, so as to feel hesitation in ascribing them to the end of antiquity.
 But now the textual tradition, presented most conspicuously in the papyri
 and inscriptions, affords us immediate evidence that the deduced forms really
 existed in the Hellenistic age. Thus Itacism in its first stages can be
 distinctly observed from the third century B.C.; the Hellenistic change of

 0 to p is proved for the second century A.D.; the accusative ra'rpl~av and
 such forms as 3XOa, 'ypasa have been attested from the beginning of our era;

 eXovEev=~ Xovoas from the first century A.D.; the genitive -TO iaCriXtua-ir, from
 1 This statement is made on the assumption perfect.

 that the modern c aorist continues the old
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 the second century; quv, ' I was,' from the third century B.c.; eZt/at, 'I am,'
 from the fourth A.D. And if we consider that the Hellenistic texts do not reflect

 the real condition of the spoken language-on this see below-we may assert
 with confidence that the cotvw as deduced from Modern Greek was spoken at
 latest about the fifth century A.D. Indeed, we might safely go further, and
 claim that it shows us the condition of vernacular Greek as far back as the

 third: the speech of the common people had by the middle of the Imperial
 epoch a very Modern Greek appearance.

 This result, gained by a comparison of Modern and Hellenistic Greek,
 is a starting-point for further research, for it entitles us to supplement our
 deficient knowledge of the Komv' from living speech. How we may do this
 I may illustrate by one or two examples. Years ago I concluded1 from

 modern forms such as aXeKccd7r, icpe,3,3drt (for ,7XaKcdr7, Kpa3%8'rtov) that in
 the icow '7 unaccented pa, Xa changed into pe, Xe; and these forms have since
 been discovered in Hellenistic texts. In the same way I attribute Modern

 Greek wop&X, XpooTr^, aorr-r (for Oeop&, XpoEWarJT, nwaLor,) to the Cotv', although
 they are not yet attested by any text. The Modern Greek ei6'roq, 'this year,'

 and ah/ovKpdioplat, ' I listen,' are proof for groT and AcKpodolpat with spiritus
 asper-the first form being attested, the latter presumed. MoXL3t, 'lead,' takes
 us back to an ancient .ltXtflov, which can be supported by written tradition.2
 'ApKood8a, 'she-bear,' proves an ancient dprcoq beside apKroq, and this form

 duly appears. Modern Greek i'Xov0, = uoXovO06,, ac6pSo = ac6po8ov, 7repl =
 7repvat, 7rep3XL = 7rept6XLtov are the product of a phonetic law by which one
 of two vowels flanking p or X falls out; and P. Kretschmer has recognized
 this in Hellenistic phonology from the occurrence of such words as aecdp8ov,
 MeXrv1, /pEpV &71.

 If Modern Greek provides us with new facts in Hellenistic, it serves
 further to establish forms for which there is no certain textual tradition. In

 Hellenistic texts we frequently find forms unknown to the classical language,
 which astonish a student who comes fresh from the schoolmaster's Greek to

 the study of papyri and inscriptions. Philologists in consequence emended
 Hellenistic texts without scruple, according to the pattern of classical
 grammar. One day Polybius was treated in this manriner by Dutch scholars;
 another day it was inscriptions or papyri; even the Byzantine authors have
 been 'corrected' by the philologists of Bonn in accordance with the same
 Attic prescriptions. For these philologists thought they understood Greek
 better than the Greek authors themselves. But one who knows Modern

 Greek looks at such forms as dXXe;v = XXaiv, ~epv = 5/d, ry/ovav= ryfr~Yao't,
 eSa= EtSov with different eyes: he sees therein the earliest monuments of the
 developments that issued in the Greek of to-day, and collects them as valuable
 testimonies which he tries to explain, but refuses to correct like a schoolmaster
 with a pupil's exercise. There are, no doubt, in papyri and inscriptions many

 1 Indog. Forsch., ii. 85.
 2 Hatzidakis, Glotta, iii. 70 sqq.; Brugmann-

 Thumb, Gr. Gramm., pp. 156, 16o.
 3 Brugmann-Thumb, i.c., p. 80.
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 wrong spellings and grammatical blunders made by uneducated men. Not all
 that is written may be admitted as evidence of living speech. The occurrence
 of individual mistakes and momentary slips of the tongue must be acknow-
 ledged, and has of course its interest for the psychology of speech; but it is
 unconnected with the actual history of Greek.' We must therefore first
 inquire whether such curious forms are individual or not. As a rule, the
 repeated occurrence of strange forms proves their linguistic value. If, how-
 ever, they are isolated, we must seek some criterion to determine whether
 they really belong to living speech. Here Modern Greek can help us, and it
 may prevent us from rejecting an isolated textual formin. For that which
 actually lies in the direction of Modern Greek development cannot be a mere
 slip of the pen or an individual blunder: it must be evidence of the linguistic
 condition of its age. Thus, for instance, the nominative I 'y q for ryi, or the

 adjective lalEcvro9 for da-Krvrroq-both of which are found in Graeco-Latin
 glossaries-are confirmed by Modern Greek I 9ryi', and formations like

 ave'7yt7og for JvEry/E~o. It is wrong, therefore, to conjecture oleto7roq for
 aa/recrov.2 A gloss flvetv is silently read 8v?tv by a Neogrecist (not &(~tov,
 as the editor has it), because he knows Modern Greek 8v?t(v), 'nipple.' The
 aorist subjunctive Ipxw 3 for 9'Xw reminds us of the Modern Greek aorist ,pxa.
 Philologists who are shocked by such 'barbarisms,' and neglect them as

 simple blunders, have the old instinct surviving that only the classical and
 literary languages are really worth studying. They cannot appreciate Hellenistic
 Greek as a living development; and Modern Greek moves their contempt,
 'because it has diro' with the accusative !'
 Of course it is not always easy to form a decisive judgment as to the

 linguistic value of dubious forms. Hence the need of a close acquaintance
 with the modern tongue, if we would estimate correctly the relations between
 the ancient and the modern. External resemblance or identity between a
 papyrus form and one found in Modern Greek does not necessarily imply a
 true historical connexion. The numerical r'aaepLe on a Hellenistic inscrip-

 tion4 will not be taken as prototype of Modern Greek raaEpeLt; for the
 former is occasioned by the confusion of i and e, characteristic of the cowt' of
 Asia Minor, whereas the modern form is produced by the analogy of rpe6q.
 Again, at first sight the isolated and strange future eidr6cet, unearthed by
 Radermacher,6 might be supposed to have a relation to the Modern Greek
 el47rT8ca and Etl-wphOov. But a future like Ec'o'Et having no analogy in the
 modern language, we must regard it probably as an individual aberration,
 starting from the Hellenistic 3rd plural E~roaav, according to the analogy of

 V'SotXoamav : SovXroet, and the like. General rules cannot be laid down for
 instances such as these; every case must be determined by special examination.
 1 Nachmanson, Beitrdige zur Kenntnis deraltgriech.

 Volkssprache(Uppsala, I910), has not paid sufficient
 attention to this point of view.
 2 See Principienfragen, p. 249, where further

 examples of the same kind are given.

 3 Papyri Iandanae (Leipzig, 1912), No. 22-
 between A.D. 619 and 629.

 4 Journal of Hell. Studies, xxii. 358, No. i19.
 5 Neutestamentliche Grammatik (Tiibingen, 1911),

 p. 82.
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 But what is to be done if strange innovations in Hellenistic are at once
 well attested by textual tradition, and lacking in support from Modern Greek,
 either directly or by some indirect precedent ? The answer to this question
 will appear later, when we try to describe the general character of Hellenistic
 in the light of the modern language.

 As Modern Greek affords us the means of enriching our knowledge of
 Hellenistic speech, we shall not be surprised to find it help us in understanding
 and interpreting Hellenistic texts. Above all it throws light on the meaning
 of single words. Thus Hellenistic lexicography gains by the study of Modern
 Greek. Exactly as we use the latter in reconstructing Hellenistic phonology
 and accidence, we may ask whether the meaning of certain modern words may
 not be applied to their ancient prototypes.

 I will first give some characteristic examples from Greek scholars 6f the
 present day. In Euripides Cyclops (v. 694) we find Kax6^ in a context which
 excludes the usual sense of the word. The Dutch philologist Cobet has there-

 fore conjectured "XXow 'in vain.' The Greek Pallis' reminds us of Modern
 Greek roi) ^cdov 'in vain,' and the difficulty disappears if we give this meaning
 to IawkI in the passage of Euripides. Pallis, who has translated the New
 Testament into vernacular Greek, has also explained Mark vii. 19, by inter-
 preting the word /8pcopara not as 'food,' 'meat,' but as 'stench,' 'impurity,'
 with the Modern Greek meaning.2 Again, he has translated p.L)'pa eiKatpoT in
 Mark VI. 2I, not as 'convenient day,' but as 'an empty day,' 'a holiday,'
 according to the Modern Greek meaning of evIcatpo;.3 Thus a layman, whose
 mother tongue is Modern Greek, has been able, without scientific study, to
 enlighten philologists and theologians; for in the really good dictionary of the
 New Testament by Zorell4 both interpretations are accepted, although Pallis'
 name is not mentioned. If even a superficial knowledge of Modern Greek,
 without scientific research, promises such advantages, a thorough inquiry into
 the language will be still more profitable. A short paper by the Greek
 Kujeas5 furnishes a good illustration. In the Characters of Theophrastus a
 children's game is described, and the expression to-,c~7 r7rdEKvm is used in
 connexion with the alternate lifting up and setting down of children. The
 expression has puzzled philologists, but Kujeas has found the solution of the
 riddle in a saying of his Peloponnesian home (Avid in Laconia). Those words
 accompany the action of lifting and setting down, and mean 'light like a
 leather bottle' (which floats) and 'heavy like an axe' (which sinks in
 water).

 The student of Hellenistic texts must not be influenced by his classical
 Greek-he had better bend his eyes forward to the modern language or, at
 least, he must remain unprejudiced. Thus did Wellhausen in one of his

 1 In Class. Rev., xix. (1905), 36 ; Rouse (ibid.)
 gives another instance of Modern Greek as a help
 for Ancient Greek.

 2 Pallis, A Few Notes on the Gospels (Liverpool,

 1913), p. 14.
 3 L.c., p. I1.
 4 Novi Testamenti Lexicon Graecum, Paris, 1911.
 5 Hermes, XLI., 478 sqq.
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 illuminating commentaries on the Gospels, translating Matthew XIV. 15, 4' 6Pa
 7rapnX0ev by' the time is advanced,' or proposing for the verb Wrapda'ev the
 meaning 'to go on.' The excellent orientalist was guided only by his natural
 feeling, for he did not know that the presupposed meaning of 7rapad is directly
 confirmed by Modern Greek expressions like wrapawrdvow, 'higher up,' 7rapacdrTo,
 'further down,' wapatle'a, 'more inside.' Again, if we observe, e.g., that the
 modern meaning of xatpok, 'time,' or ypo'vog, 'year,' is already attested in papyri,1
 we are entitled to project the Modern Greek meaning of words into the period
 of the ,Oov', even when Hellenistic texts do not oblige us to do so. The verb
 Tpa7ovs8o, for example, must have had the modern meaning ' I sing,' at the end
 of the classical period, although this sense is not attested by ancient texts ; that

 the noun Tpa7ow86 had, in fact, the meaning 'singer,' is proved by a Greek
 loan-word in Syrian, which has this sense.2 Modern Greek vqplv, 'water,'
 must also have existed in antiquity; it is the contracted form of veap6v, and
 the meaning 'fresh water' is attested by a late-Greek schoolbook. For these
 reasons I see no difficulty in assuming that the meaning of ' ~ tIeCS 6 (st. X Oo&),
 ' reef' (from Ai'a 'root'), which is adopted by Joh. Schmidt in an inter-
 esting paper on Modern Greek TO ptWy (=Italian risico)s belonged to the
 Hellenistic epoch, although at present no direct proof exists.
 Some groups of words may be mentioned in which Modern Greek can

 provide direct and decisive evidence towards determining the ancient meaning.
 The names of plants and animals are particularly suitable for investigation,
 because the modern vocabulary has been carefully examined in special treatises,
 and rendered available for research.'

 A few examples, taken at random, may show how the meaning of ancient
 names of plants, where it is doubtful, can be elucidated by an appeal to Modern

 Greek.5 Ancient Greek ayXaoi<^vrTV, 'a certain plant,' according to the Greek
 dictionaries, is the Modern Greek ryXaoOfxarr , Paeonia officinalis; Ancient
 Greek apalcov, 'a kind of lentil' is Modern Greek aipaca;s, Pisum satiuum or
 Lathyrus satiuus, or Vicia dasycarpa; ~'Xtv6drov4, 'a prickly plant,' is Modern
 Greek a'Xv6ro8a4, Genista acanthoclada; Ancient Greek /pvcOyrv or Spvovla, 'a
 creeper or climbing plant,' is modern Spvwve'l, Smilax aspera; lcvvTa, ' a plant
 of strong smell,' is modern ablcdvv4a, Inula graueolens; Xa#dvq, 'an eatable

 herb,' is Xa(pu)#cva, Sinapis aruensis or putescens; -ep$&Ktov, 'a plant'(!) is
 modern rep&s/c6/t, Parietaria; 4vwX/x, 'a species of Rhamnus,' is modern
 4vXI~c, Phyllyrea media or Rhamnus alaternus. These examples suffice to prove
 the value of further investigation. But I do not know any enquiry into

 1 See K. Dieterich, Rhein. Mus., LIX., 234 sq.
 2 See Krumbacher, Byz. Zschr., xi. 523.
 a Miscellanea linguistica in onore di G. Ascoli

 (Torino, igo9).
 4 Cf. Heldreich, T& 8c18r dv,16 6,ara rwv Ov7-c

 &K&8. r 7,,' Z'. MflXpdK?, Athens, IgIo. A list of
 plant-names is also given by Wilski in Hiller v.
 Gartringen, Thera, iv., pp. 19-13o. Lundstrim,

 Botaniska Lexika fran meddeltiden, Minneskrift
 G6teborg, 19go, pp. 42 sqq. Krumbacher, Das
 neugriech. Fischbuch, Sitz.-Ber. d. Bayer. Akad.,
 1903, PP. 345 sqq. (Compare also G. Schmidt,
 Vremennik, x. 603 sqq.)

 5I give the Modern Greek names and their
 botanical denotation from Heldreich, op. cit.
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 Ancient Greek plant-names in which Modern Greek is utilized ; only it may
 be pointed out that Victor Hehn, in his standard work on cultivated plants
 and domestic animals, does not quite neglect the Modern Greek plant-names.

 With regard to the names of animals, the conditions are similar.
 Medieval Greek works, such as the Book of Fishes, edited by K. Krumbacher,
 give us lihks in the connexion between ancient and modern names, and
 Krumbacher's treatise illustrates further how the interpretation of Ancient
 Greek words is assisted by the evidence of the modern language. It does not
 surprise us, however, when we find Professor O. Keller, in his book on the
 animals of the ancient world,2 overlooking Modern Greek and Krumbacher's
 observations. Many a classical scholar would leave a name uninterpreted rather
 than look for help in the most promising quarter. One example will suffice;
 I give it in Krumbacher's words.3 'The vvaaypi' (an ancient name of a fish),
 which enjoys an unnecessary anonymity in our dictionaries, can almost
 certainly be identified. It is the dentex uulgaris or " Zahnfisch" (French
 " dentd ").'

 Philologists who neglect Modern Greek on these points cannot plead
 scarcity of relevant literature, for there are several useful works in existence.4
 But they might express doubt as to whether the words we. have cited have
 actually preserved their ancient meaning to the present time. Of course,
 changes of meaning might occur, just as, for instance, the Indo-European
 name of the beech, *bhagos, Old German buocha, Greek ryo'ydo, became the
 name of a species of oak in a prehistoric epoch of the Greek language. But
 the burden of proof lies on those who doubt the identity of ancient and modern
 meaning. If a Greek word has the same meaning in all the modern dialects,
 this meaning must hold for Hellenistic *Greek, exactly as we attribute to the
 xotv5 Modern Greek sounds and inflexions under the same circumstances.

 Unfortunately we do not yet possess the great Modern Greek Thesaurus,
 to give us information about the areas over which the use of the rarer words
 extends. Still, the lexicographic material, which is already known and easily
 accessible, will serve at least for a beginning, as the examples and investiga-
 tions given above have shown.

 But does Modern Greek afford us any possibility of adding to the ancient
 vocabulary quite new words, which are not attested at all in antiquity ?
 Theoretically, the question must be answered in the affirmative, yet the
 solution of the problem is not so simple. For only if a word is found in
 dialects which are very distant from each other, for instance, in the Pelopon-
 nese or Crete and Cyprus, in Thrace and Asia Minor, are we authorized to
 attribute the word to the Hellenistic stock, according to the same method

 1xA few interesting equivalences are pointed
 - out by Kalitsunakis, Mitteil d. Seminars fir orient.

 spr. XIII. (I9Io), 96 sqq.
 2 Die antike Tierwelt, Leipzig, 1909, 1913. The

 same holds good of Robert, Les noms des oiseaux,
 Neuchatel, 1911.

 3 Op. cit., p. 368.
 4 See, besides the literature quoted above,

 p. 192, note 4, Krumbracher's edition of the Book
 of Fishes. Add Stefani, Forsyth (Major), W.
 Barbey, Karfathos, t1tude gdologique, Lausanne,
 1895.

 O
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 which permits us to infer an Indo-European word *g9mus 'ox,' from Old
 Indian gaus, Greek 3oi,, Old High German kuo. When we have the Modern
 Greek Thesaurus, it will be easy to find out the words which Modern Greek
 adds to the ancient vocabulary; at present such an inquiry is very toilsome, as
 we are obliged to collect our material from a great many dialect glossaries and
 monographs. But let us make an attempt with the scanty material which has
 been recently published as a specimen in an official paper of the Greek Com-
 mittee for the new Thesaurus.' There nine words are treated; four of them,

 which I give in the ancient form-viz., *? Xt'7rvpo , *9appe69, *XaI~)o, *7rapa-
 OaXapl'tov, are missing in our Greek dictionaries. A priori, these four words
 could equally belong to Ancient Greek. But as the descendants of 7wapalaXa-
 I.Lov (p3ap0aXa/.8t, P3apTaXaplt&) are found only in Crete, in the Aegean Sea,
 and Macedonia, it is dubious whether the word existed in antiquity, although
 its phonetical character would allow us to conclude that it did. With regard

 to the others, however, I do not hesitate to attribute them to the KcoMv/. For
 ,'Xt67rvpoq (-ov) 'warmth of sun,' 'sunny place,' does occur in Asia Minor, on
 the islands from Cyprus and Rhodes to Lesbos, in Euboea, in Epirus and the
 Peloponnese. Oappe?-6,, 'light-hearted,' is found in Thrace, Bithynia, Mace-
 donia, Peloponnesus, and Zacynthus, and in the Tsaconian dialect, and it is
 moreover attested by medieval texts. Finally, *XapSw (Modern Greek Xa/3Wovw)
 is in common use. Also the form of these words harmonizes with the

 character of Hellenistic Greek, and therefore I should not be surprised to find
 them one day in a papyrus, as on the other hand many a papyrus word, which
 is an addendum lexicis, or many a Greek loan-word from Latin, Hebrew, or
 Armenian (also lacking in the Greek dictionaries) is confirmed by Modern
 Greek.2 Sometimes internal (etymological) reasons lead us to assume that a
 modern word might be old; thus I myself3 have concluded from Modern

 Greek artrXto, ' neighbour,' and atrtrXta, 'near,' although the form has only
 been found hitherto on some islands (Andros, Naxos, Syra, Melos, Carpathos),
 that there existed an Ancient Greek word *Cr`yL7ryog, 'knocking together,'

 'confining,' which is, moreover, the basis of ancient -vy rXq.Tyd9 (1vpyrXlryd8e

 v77o').* And Hatzidakis has declared Modern Greek ,ypro9 to be old, on the
 authority of the Theocritean 7yptrez`5-without knowing that ryp-rov is well
 attested in antiquity."

 Finally, there is a whole group of modern words, which, for external
 historical reasons, must be attributed to the ancient vocabulary-viz., the

 1 'ETrrpor? 7T0o XE?LKOU )jjs 'EXXtMVLKjs YXWrrr~s.
 'AvLKoivwot rpder-. Athens, 1912. Compare,
 too, the lecture of Hatzidakis given before the
 Congress of Orientalists (Athens, 1912), 'AOBrva
 xxiv. 373 sqq., and the short but instructive article
 of flarcvayewpylov, lepZ rTv oyja1aou tn ro p7icaros
 Appcvatlw, 'AOYva, xxiv. 459 sqq.; where the
 ancient 6ppLevov and dpcpwvl~ are elucidated by
 Modern Greek.

 2 See the bibliography, Thumb, Arch. f.

 Papyrusforsch., ii. 406 sqq.
 3 Indog. Forsch., xiv. 349 sqq.
 4 The derivation from vU, rX7raros, o-vrXflrrO&dw,

 which is tentatively suggested by K. Dieterich,
 Byz. Zschr., x. 595, and resolutely accepted by
 M. Vasmer, ib. xvi. 552 sq., seems to me hardly
 substantiated.

 6 See 'A6Ov&, xiv. 523.
 6 See MMya AEELK6v (Athen 19o1-19o6) s.v., and

 Lambertz, Glotta, v. 136.
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 Latin loan-words which survive in Modern Greek. They must have come into
 Greek in the Latin epoch-i.e., before the formation of the Romance languages,
 at the latest at the end of antiquity.' Our dictionaries know nothing about

 words such as */3,-e?Tog, bisextus, 'leap year'; ryo^va, gunna, 'fur'; Kc-Crpov,
 castrum, 'castle'; KtOa-Tepva, cisterna ; *Ko,?y.ipKt(o)v, commercium, ' customs
 duty '; Xoipov, lorum, ' strap '; ,tavTi'XL(o)v, mantile, 'handkerchief'; 6rya, *roga,

 'pay'; *o'aryiTTa, sagitta, 'arrow'; aKovrEXXa, scutella, 'plate'; d'oriTt(o)v,
 hospitium, ' house'; r oTotra, tumba, 'hill'; aa-Ktad, fascia. 'tie'; ?*0iKtov,
 obsequium,' wedding or funeral train'; and although the papyri and inscriptions
 afford a store of information on Latin loan-wards in Hellenistic Greek,2 yet the
 number of such words is augmented when Modern Greek is drawn on. The
 words that have been found hitherto in Hellenistic documents prove that
 Latin words in Modern Greek represent an old Hellenistic inheritance.
 Similar evidence of antiquity can be found in other directions: for instance,
 I may call attention to the fact that we are justified in claiming l4ict or
 Byzantine i'dKtov as an old element in Greek on the ground that it occurs as a
 loan-word in the New Hebrew literature of Midra' (in the form afsikin).

 We have shown by a few details in grammar and lexicography in what
 manner our knowledge of Hellenistic Greek can be revised, confirmed, and
 extended by the help of Modern Greek study. Modern Greek is at least as
 important in enabling us to form correct views upon the ancient Kotvw as a
 whole, and as a link in the long history of the Greek language, whether literary

 or spoken. Our reconstruction of the Kotvw, which has led us from Modern
 Greek to the latest period of antiquity, results in a language which is very
 similar to Modern Greek. But the distance between the written texts, even
 those of the most vulgar character, and the spoken language we can recon-
 struct is very considerable. Although the speech of literary tradition is much
 influenced by the living language of the Hellenistic epoch, yet it is not
 replaced by it in any written document of Hellenism. For the written
 language shows throughout a mixed character. The proportion of the con-
 stituent elements drawn from the traditional and the living speech varies;
 but even the most vulgar papyri stand at a certain distance from the
 vernacular language of their times. Without the knowledge of Modern
 Greek this fact would not appear so clearly. Hence arises a problem of
 textual criticism which has great importance for some Hellenistic authors,
 who, in opposition to the Atticising literature, avail themselves of a more
 popular language. Are all the vulgar (or Modern Greek) forms which occur
 in the manuscripts in reality elements of the original work ? Uneducated
 copyists might spontaneously and involuntarily have inserted such forms into
 the manuscripts; conversely, educated copyists might have removed vulgar

 1 Cf. particularly G. Meyer, Neugriech. Studien,
 iii. (Wien, 1896).

 2 Cf. from the most recent literature, especially
 Hahn, Rom und Romanismus im griech.-r6imischen
 Osten, Leipzig, 1906; (thereon see Thumb, Indog.

 Forsch. Anz., xxii. 39 sqq.); Der Sprachenkamnpf
 im rom. Reich, Philologus, Suppl. x. (1907);
 Wessely, Die latein. Elemente in der Griizitat der
 digypt. Papyrusurkunden, Wiener Studien, xxiv.
 (1902) 99 sqq., xxv. 40 sqq.
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 forms, on account of Atticising tendencies, which have dominated Greek
 literature from the beginning of our new era till to-day. If therefore (for
 example) the manuscripts of the Christian Apocrypha show more or less the
 occurrence of vulgar forms, we may suppose that the textual tradition has
 been infected and adulterated so as to bring it into harmony either with the
 classical or the vernacular language. It is not possible to reach a decision by
 general rules, but only by an exact examination of each literary work and
 of its textual tradition;' and here (a danger to be avoided) the knowledge of
 Modern Greek might be used in a mistaken direction: a form in the manu-
 scripts might remain unaltered just because it is modern.
 Modern Greek in the first place helps us to recognize the condition of the

 spoken language, which lies at the back of the written language. For it
 follows from the very existence and the character of Modern Greek that the
 iotvwL was a spoken language, used by all Greeks. Here we touch the highest
 problems, which concern the general character of the Kotvw.

 Modern Greek, together with its dialects, has arisen from the KotvJ as a
 unity, and this fact presupposes the disappearance of the ancient dialects. It
 is the same process which took place in Vulgar Latin and in Armenian (not
 in the Germanic languages); Latin put an end to the old Italic dialects
 (Oscan, Umbrian, etc.), and thus became the mother of the Romance lan-
 guages. Literary Armenian, used as the common language of life, also caused
 the contemporary dialects to disappear, and became the starting-point of
 modern dialectical differentiation. So the Modern Greek dialects-those, for
 example, of Megara, Crete, Naxos, and Cyprus-as we said before, are not
 descendants of ancient Doric, Ionic, or Cyprian, but descendants of that
 Kowv7 which in antiquity was spoken in the several districts. The ancient
 dialects, therefore, must have disappeared in the course of the Imperial
 period.

 Indeed, the ancient inscriptions present the counterpart of this. We
 observe how the dialects decreased more and more from the third century B.C.

 on, until they were everywhere displaced by the Kotvw about the third
 century A.D. Some scholars have attempted to prove that this process, which
 is observed in the inscriptions, reflects only the usage of the official language,
 but is no illustration of the condition of the spoken language.2 This may be
 true in part. But on the whole the inscriptions certainly reflect the natural
 process, which ended with the disappearance of the old dialects; for Modern
 Greek imperatively demands this theory, and it seems to me sophistical to
 dispute the connexion between the evidence of the inscriptions and the
 evidence deduced from Modern Greek.3 Thus the first epoch of the Kotvwi
 may be defined as a transition state between the classical epoch, where the
 dialects existed independently beside each other, and that basis of Modern

 1 Cf. Hellenismus, pp. 12, 186 sq.
 2 Cf., for instance, Wahrmann, Prolegomena

 zu einer Geschichte der griech. Dialekte im Zeitalter

 des Hellenismus. Wien, 1907.
 3 Cf. Hellenismus, pp. 28 sqq.
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 Greek, where the old dialects had been quite absorbed by a unitary and

 common speech. "Nevertheless, it would be incorrect to define the 1otvw? as
 only a transition state: it has also an independent character, compared with
 Attic Greek, from which it originated in its essentials, as well as with the
 language which must be assumed as the basis of Modern Greek. This is well
 illustrated by the fact that certain Hellenistic formations are missing in the

 modern language. Forms such as obVOet for obI'M, 1aTq7rywp for Kca?'70po0-

 and 8dtOpa? for 8adrpaxo9, vyr77eveiact for ovyyevet and 7,oveiat for ryovelt,
 /Je61?6repo? for /uetwv and 86X7aroI for P3'XrtaLro, 7? w for g arw, wro0& and nd 8

 for w7otolr and so80,, 8S-vat for 8oivat are neither Attic nor predecessors of
 Modern Greek types. They are peculiar characteristics of the owtP', showing
 a disposition to a new development, just like all the other innovations of the
 IotvwP, only that they remained confined to the Hellenistic epoch and vanished
 again, partly because the grammatical categories to which they belonged
 (dative, optative, infinitive) have been lost. We may call them forms of
 transition, as belonging to Greek only for a time. We must lay stress upon
 these formations in order to obtain a clear conception of the notion otvWr7;
 innumerable are the lexical innovations, which have become obsolete again
 in the modern speech. A rapid comparison of the Hellenistic and the modern
 dictionary suffices to show this.

 As we have said, the modern dialects have nothing to do with the
 ancient dialects.

 Modern Greek is divided into numerous dialects. Disregarding Tsaconian,
 we recognize to-day the following main groups: (I) Pontus and Cappadocia;
 (2) Cyprus and the south-eastern islands (Rhodes, etc); (3) Crete and the
 Aegean Sea; (4) the northern islands (Lesbos, etc.) ; (5) Thrace and Macedonia
 (perhaps with Thessaly); (6) Euboea, Attica, Megara (perhaps with the
 Peloponnesus); (7) Epirus and the Ionian islands (whose peculiar features
 have been insufficiently investigated); (8) the Greek dialects of Southern Italy.
 The greatest difference is that between the dialects of Pontus and Cappadocia
 on the one side, and all the rest on the other. The northern dialects (numbers

 4 and 5, less distinctly numbers I and 7) differ from the southern by a number
 of vowel changes, involving the disappearance or reduction of every unaccented
 i or u, and the change of unaccented e and o into i, u.

 The grouping of the modern has no relation to that of the ancient
 dialects. The former must accordingly have developed from a new basis,
 which can only be the xKOL. The question now arises, to what extent do the
 modern dialects, at least in their embryo forms, pre-exist in the Cotvd ? Had
 Hellenistic Greek dialectic variations which can be regarded as forerunners of
 the new dialect differentiation ? The ancient texts give us practically no infor-
 mation. Hitherto we have not got beyond a few insignificant details, and some
 very general reflections. Probably an exact and minute examination of the
 Hellenistic sources will some day permit us to advance, especially, I believe,
 on the lexical side. But we have already seen that here also we cannot do
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 without the help of Modern Greek. As things are, the problem of Hellenistic
 dialects cannot be solved except by utilizing the modern language, or at least
 working in close connexion with it. Before examining this, however, it is impor-
 tant to define our task exactly and to put our question into the right form.

 When in its first epoch Hellenistic Greek began to eliminate the dialects,

 the Kotvw naturally varied as spoken in Doric, Aeolic, or Ionic territory accord-
 ing to the variobs admixture of old dialectic ingredients. But these elements
 decreased continually, and the traces of the old dialects which have been

 locally preserved till the present day1 are so trifling as.to have had no influence
 in differentiating the modern dialects; for those traces-themselves equally
 insignificant-which are common to the COLvj as a whole, do not concern our
 present problem. Moreover, Egypt and Asia Minor, a large part of Hellenistic
 territory, do not belong to the domain of the ancient dialects. And finally,
 if we speak of dialectic varieties of the Cotvq, we refer especially to such local
 differences as have developed from the new-born unity of speech. Taking into
 account these points of view, we must formulate our two questions, as we
 did above, guided by Modern Greek. We may now put the one question
 somewhat more exactly thus: In the Imperial age did dialect marks exist
 which may be regarded as germs of the modern dialects ? The answer to this
 question depends again upon another: What are the oldest dialectic pheno-
 mena of Modern Greek? Do they belong to the Hellenistic epoch? We
 have already touched on the conditions under which Modern Greek phenomena
 of a local or dialectic character can be attributed to the Kotvtj. The problem
 has received but little attention.2

 That Modern Greek forms of local currency can be derived from analogous

 forms of the otv"4, follows immediately from their occurrence in Hellenistic
 texts; and when we combine these forms of Ancient and Modern Greek, we
 deduce a number of facts which must be interpreted as signs of dialectic varia-

 tion in the Kotv5. Compare, for example, the following features :

 I. Phonology.-In Pontic the vowel n is preserved as e (redi= -7rqyd8tov),
 whereas it has become i everywhere else. The change of I to i is well known
 from Hellenistic texts. If, now, the pronunciation of 17 as e still exists in a
 modern dialect, we must infer that in antiquity there were two provinces of
 the KOLV', one with ip=i and another with q=e. The development of 7 in
 Modern Greek BovXetywo for SovXe6o is dialectal, but it is old, as the form

 byTXWdTov for e&Adrov in a Hellenistic inscription of Amorgos clearly shows: and it is remarkable that the modern dialect of Amorgos belongs to the group
 of which this intrusive 7 is characteristic. In antiquity, therefore, there were

 two distinct provinces, one with SovXew and one with SovXe7gwo. Geminata,
 or double consonants are, as a rule, simplified in modern speech, and this
 change was already taking place in the Hellenistic age. But geminata have

 1 See Hellenismus, pp. 53 sqq.
 2 K. Dieterich treated it with some minuteness

 in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxxix. 81 sqq. He gives

 some useful hints, but his methods are too
 constructive, and his results often leave us
 sceptical.
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 been preserved to the present day in the south-western islands. In the Kowv
 therefore there were districts which simplified double consonants, and districts
 which preserved them.

 2. Inflexion.-The coincidence of nominative and accusative singular is
 peculiar to Pontic (e.g., o &XeXpov). It is witnessed by a tabella defixionis from
 Cyprus.1 The phenomenon is accordingly ancient, but dialectic, for most of
 the modern dialects continue to distinguish o EaVX04/, rv a8EXc4fv. The
 3rd plural E'ipovv already appears in the Imperial epoch, but the type 0'povao
 is also preserved to-day in the Aegean, in Cyprus, and elsewhere. There were
 consequently in Hellenistic times districts with -ovv and districts with -ova-.

 We may then state the case generally thus: If we can establish the
 existence in antiquity of some local innovation in Modern Greek, and if side by
 side with this novelty the old form survives in another district, we may recog-
 nize in these differences the beginning of a dialectic differentiation in the
 Kowj. In this way we recognize also districts preserving final -v, and others
 where it was lost; a (small?) area showing palatalization of K beside the
 usual Kc; a district with &SeptCe and one with &8eXh~d ; districts with the

 several endings `Xapav and dXp3ao-t, and the now extinct dtXp3oaav, or again
 with J'~lXovv and t-Xoveaav, or the imperatives rypd4fov and rypdfe. When in
 this way local varieties of the xKOLV have been indicated, I believe that a closer
 examination of Hellenistic Greek along such lines will be more successful than
 parallel researches in vulgar Latin. Thus some years ago I succeeded in dis-
 covering a real dialect in the tabellae defixionum from Cyprus, and I formulated
 a relation between this and the modern dialects of the south-east.' Guided by
 such facts, we may suppose that certain marks of modern dialects were already
 local features of Hellenistic Greek, even if they are not directly attested from
 antiquity. But we cannot give a general rule as to the circumstances under
 which a modern dialecticism must be regarded as old. Normally, however,
 I venture to say, modern dialecticisms which are proper to a group of discon-
 tinuous modern dialects, can be derived with some probability from local
 varieties of Hellenistic Greek, unless spontaneous .development in different
 regions may be expected. Thus, for instance, features common to the dialect
 group of Athens, Aegina, and Megara, which for several centuries was cut off
 from the other dialects by the Albanians, and common also to the dialect of
 the Maniates, as agreements between Epirus, Peloponnesus, and Southern
 Italy, may be considered as local elements of Hellenistic Greek. For this
 reason I believe that the K aorist, which appears in Aegina, Athens, Kyme (in
 Euboea), Epirus, and Maina, must be connected with the Hellenistic perfectumn
 historicum. Further, it seems to me legitimate to deduce from agreements between
 Pontic, Cappadocian, and Cyprian characteristics of an ancient 'Eastern'
 xowmv, because these dialects have been separated from each other through five
 centuries, by Seljuks and Turks, and because on account of this isolation the

 1 See Princifienfragen, p. 258.  2 Ibid., p. 257.
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 Pontic and Cappadocian dialects have preserved their archaic character.' To
 the establishment of an Eastern IKowL2 I attach particular importance for our
 views of Hellenistic Greek. For the linguistic diversity of the Greek mother
 country and Hellenized territories outside leads us by a priori reasoning on to
 some other problems, and in the first place to the question whether the old
 dialects in Hellas, or the speech of the Hellenized population in Asia Minor,
 influenced to afiy significant extent the development of Hellenistic and Modern
 Greek. For the purpose of these problems, Hellenistic must be divided into
 three main areas, the Greek mother country, Asia Minor (with Syria), and
 Egypt. But as Egypt and Syria have been lost again to Hellenism by the
 Arab conquest, only the linguistic contrast of Asia Minor and continental
 Greece concerns us for the purp6ses of our inquiry, which is based on Modern
 Greek. A comparative grammar of the dialects of Asia Minor would be
 indispensable for the problem we have touched upon. Hitherto we have only
 some preparatory monographs, such as the excellent sketch of the Cappadocian
 dialects which we owe to the English archaeologist Dawkins.3
 What we have so far learnt from Hellenistic sources about the ,cowtv in

 Asia Minor is but scanty. Some phonetic influences of the indigenous
 population can be distinctly recognized-viz., the confusion of tenues, mediae,
 and aspirates, and that of the vowels e and i. But these very features (which
 are also found in Egypt) have remained barbarisms of the lower classes, and
 do not survive in Modern Greek. Other features, which are also probably due
 to the influence of the indigenous population of Asia Minor-viz., the change
 of v into i4 and the levelling of vocalic quantity (which had begun in Asia
 and in Egypt 5)-have become common in Modern Greek. Asia Minor
 initiated these innovations, and since their development required time, the
 KOLVI of Asia Minor (and of Egypt) must have differed for a period from that
 of continental Europe in these features, which slowly spread over the whole
 of Hellenism. If now Asia Minor was the birthplace of some common
 innovations, it follows of course that other innovations, arising in that country,
 might have failed to make their way through the whole domain of Hellenism.
 Perhaps the spontaneous nasalization of consonants, as in o-pa4rov for
 crdpBatrov, comes under this category. The last word has not yet been spoken
 about this phenomenon," which appears both in the xCotvt and in Modern
 Greek, but cannot yet be brought under a precise phonetic law. We need
 a more complete knowledge of the field of this nasalization. I therefore
 express myself with reserve. Examining in Buturas' collection of material
 the instances of a spontaneous and purely phonetic nasalizing, in their local
 distribution, I found that the majority of dialectic (not common) examples

 I The archaic character of these dialects of

 Asia Minor has been emphasized by K. Dieterich,
 see Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxxix., pp. 86 sqq.

 2 Cf. also K. Dieterich, Ic., p. 87.
 3 Modern Greek in Asia Minor, in Journal of

 Hellenic Studies, xxx. (191o), pp. 10o9-32, 267-291.

 4 Except the cases I have dealt with in Hellen-
 ismus, pp. 194 sq. (v to u).

 5 See Hellenismus, pp. 143 sq.
 6 Not even by Buturas (Glotta, v. 170 sqq.),

 who treats it rather unmethodically.
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 belong to Eastern Greek (Asia Minor and Cyprus, Cos, Carpathus, Rhodes
 and Lesbos), and that they become less and less frequent as we go west.'
 It seems as if the process had started in Hellenistic Asia (and in Egypt),
 and extended in such a manner that single words with nasalized consonants
 ultimately found their way into western Hellenism. If my theory is correct,
 the KOLV7 of Asia Minor was accordingly distinguished from that of Greece
 also by the nasalization of consonants. Moreover, the innovation seems to
 affected by the influence of the phonetic system of the Hellenized indigenous
 population,2 whereas other traces of such an influence have been either lost
 again or become common to the whole language, as has been observed
 above.

 But the KCotv' of Asia Minor was not only exposed to the influence of
 indigenous language: it lay within the sphere of the Ionic Greek. It is
 remarkable that Ionic traces have been preserved in the modern dialects of
 Pontus 3 in a more characteristic manner than can be predicated of other old
 dialectic traces surviving, in the new. In keeping with this archaic character
 of Pontic is the existence in Pontic and Cappadocian of two other archaic
 survivals, which have some importance also for the delineation of New
 Testament Greek.4 Firstly, these dialects only have preserved the ancient
 possessive adjective Ed4t6, o a, while in all other dialects those forms are
 supplanted by the enclitic genitives ptov, oov, etc. Secondly, the infinitive,
 which in the New Testament had begun to be displaced by the construction
 with 'va, has shown itself capable of resistance in Pontic, where it is still used
 to-day after several classes of verbs, as, for instance, verbs of motion. It is
 worth remarking that the infinitive of purpose, which appears distinctly in
 the New Testament, seems to be of Ionic origin: at any rate, it is but rare in
 Attic Greek.5 Thus we see how Ionic influence worked through the KrowLV upon
 the configuration of the modern dialects of Pontus. Since the disappearance of
 the pronouns 4Pt6, etc., and the supersession of the infinitive by L'va can be seen
 already in the Hellenistic age, it follows again that in antiquity there were
 two dialect-areas, one more extensive, in which the pronouns .tov, cov, etc.,
 and the 'va construction progressively superseded duE etc. and the infinitive,
 and a smaller one where these processes were brought to a stop. To this
 latter area belongs the Greek of the New Testament: it has the infinitive
 instead of L'va after the very classes of verbs which now in Pontic demanid the
 infinitive, and in the Gospel of John ~'d6~ is used far more frequently than in
 the other New Testament writers. We can therefore draw the conclusion

 that New Testament Greek is a local variety of Hellenistic, written by men
 who spoke the Eastern cotvt5.

 The facts we have adduced are not the only marks of a local colour in
 I I have disregarded Tsaconian. Nasalization

 is more frequent in Epirus than elsewhere in the
 west.

 2 As I observed years ago in Hellenismus,
 PP. 133 sqq.

 3 See Hellenismus, pp. 87 sq.
 4 Cf. Principienfragen, p. 259 (with biblio-

 graphy), and Moulton, Prolegomena, pp. 40 sq.
 5 See Brugmann-Thumb, Griech. Gramm, ? 580

 (PP. 593 sq.).
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 this Eastern Kcowv. A typically local character is perhaps to be discerned in
 the confusion of case-usage which seems to be more frequent in the vulgar
 inscriptions of Asia Minor than in continental Greece. If exact research in
 Hellenistic inscriptions should confirm this assertion," it might be connected
 with the larger simplification and confusion of cases characteristic of the
 modern Pontic and Cappadocian dialects.
 To illustrate the local character of Biblical Greek, I may mention further

 some less important points. The New Testament word laXog agrees with
 Modern Greek; but ancient authorities give DeXog as Hellenistic. Verbal
 forms such as 'KXu'vvo, with double vv, live on in Cyprus (dwvveo, etc.), whereas
 the type with one v is modern common Greek. The form 'AcrooarElXo in
 Acts vii. 34, which is declared to be 'quite insupportable' as a hortative
 subjunctive, may be compared with the Pontic pres. indic. orTehlo. Also the
 New Testament use of r'Tt before oratio recta 2 may be cited, since this became
 a rule in the Syrian historian Malalas3 and in the Cappadocian dialect 4--that
 is, in Eastern 0Vow7.
 Finally, I have pointed out elsewhere5 that the vocabulary of New

 Testament Greek seems to have had some peculiarities indicating a relation
 to the Eastern Kovd, the suggestion coming to me again from Modern Greek.
 If the study of Modern Greek opens such a wide horizon of new problems

 in the ancient language, its value is thereby sufficiently established. We have
 seen how Modern Greek, if combined with the study of Hellenistic texts,
 gives us valuable information about the special character of an Eastern icoLvij;
 and this result again authorizes us to avail ourselves of the modern dialects
 for completing the delineation of the Eastern KOLWV', even if ancient sources
 be silent. So for instance I do not hesitate to attribute to the ancient

 Eastern Iotvi as characteristic the change of ao- to o- (ow'tyyo = 77@yco), which
 is found in the modern dialects of Cyprus, Pontus, and Icarus, or the form
 yX6r-o for fl3X7r,, which occurs in Cyprus, Cappadocia, and Chios. Guided
 by Modern Greek, we have found that Hellenistic Greek must have become
 locally differentiated, and we can adduce facts to prove that this differentiation
 was partly due to the influence of a foreign Hellenised population. As the
 same factors have been at work in the differentiation of Vulgar Latin in Italy,
 Gaul, and Spain-the Celtic language, for example, has influenced the Vulgar
 Latin in Gaul s-it cannot surprise us to find that the indigenous languages
 of Asia Minor have influenced the development of Greek. Nevertheless, I
 must maintain emphatically that foreign influences play but a small part in
 comparison with the great number of innovations which have altered the

 1 We must take into account in this connexion

 the fact that in Asia Minor and Egypt there is a
 relatively greater number of vulgar texts; and
 of course these inscriptions must only be
 compared with similar texts from European
 Greece.

 2 Blass, Grammar of N. T. Greek (E. T.),
 p. 286.

 3 K. Wolf. Studien zur Sprache des Malalas, 2
 (1912), p. 73.

 ' See Dawkins, Journal of Hellenic Studies, xxx.
 128.

 5 Byzant. Zeitschrift, xxii., pp. 484 sqq.
 6 See Hellenismus, p. 150, and Meyer-Liibke,

 Einfiuhrung in das Studium der roman. Sprachwiss.2
 (I909), 207 sqq.
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 character of Classical Greek. For in their general characteristics Hellenistic
 and Modern Greek are a natural development of Attic Greek, and Modern
 Greek is not, as has been said, the continuation of a Hellenistic jargon-
 i.e., of a speech which might be compared with Creolian Spanish, Pigeon-
 English, or the Greek of the so-called Levantines. Indeed, such forms of
 speech did exist in antiquity-I have pointed out a mixed Graeco-Latin
 jargon of this kind in North Africa --but they were without significance either
 for the development of Greek or for the literary productions in the Semitic
 and Egyptian provinces of Hellenism. The most prominent literary monu-
 ment of the Graeco-Semitic milieu, the New Testament, does not at all show
 the character of Jewish Greek or Grec hebraisant or any other similar terms by
 which it has been characterized.

 At this point we touch upon a problem which has during recent years
 greatly occupied students of the Bible and Hellenistic Greek-the question
 of Hebraisms or, better, Semitisms in New Testament Greek. There was a
 time when every phenomenon of Biblical Greek which, from a classical point
 of view, was felt to be strange, was regarded as the effect of Hebrew or
 Semitic thought. If this opinion has been given up to-day, it is due to the work
 of a few scholars, and I am glad to say that in England my dear friend,
 Professor Moulton, has contributed in an excellent manner to the victory of
 the new ideas. Since papyri have been seriously studied, New Testament
 Greek has been drawn out of its linguistic isolation and brought into close
 relation to Hellenistic Greek. In the course of this lecture we have seen

 how New Testament Greek can be illuminated by Modern Greek for the very
 reason that it is a branch and document of Hellenistic speech. The cele-
 brated question of Hebraisms must, therefore, be considered from the same
 point of view. One who, like myself, examines this question from the Modern
 Greek point of view does not at all understand how, for instance, the simple
 paratactic connexion of sentences; the frequent occurrence of Kat, 'and';
 the distributive use of ;io &so, ' every two' ; the meaning of v;4'P7, 'daughter-
 in-law'; and many other idioms in the New Testament2 could have been
 occasioned by the influence of Hebrew or Aramaic. Can we really suppose
 that similar things in Modern Greek have been borrowed from Semitic? Are
 we to believe, for instance, that Modern Greek (0)7roi), 'who, which,' is due to
 the influence of Hebrew because Hebrew uses 'ailr in a similar way, or that the

 Modern Greek idiom 86v 6p9e vX77, ' nobody has come,'3 is an imitation of
 Hebrew because *vyX7 bears the meaning of Hebrew np'fej, 'soul'? That
 some expressions could find their way from a book like the'Bible into the
 vernacular language, and even into the dialects,4 is not inconsistent with
 our view. In the grammatical development of Greek, however, such an

 1 Indog. Forsch., Anzeiger, xviii. 43.
 2 Cf., besides Hellenismus, especially Psichari,

 Essai sur le grec de la Septante, Rev. des Et. juives,
 9go8, pp. x61 sqq.

 3 Psichari. l.c., p. 183.
 4 For examples see II. Awpe7v-iavo, 'AOIva,

 xvi., pp. 212 sqq.
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 influence is out of the question. Therefore, if a New Testament Greek idiom
 has a parallel in Modern Greek, we must regard it as a spontaneous product
 of the Greek spirit, and not as the effect of foreign influence. The fact that
 Hebrew sometimes coincides with Greek in this or that respect is no proof
 of the theory of Semitic influence on the development of Biblical or Hellenistic
 Greek. For different languages in their development not infrequently arrive
 at the same result independently of one another, and I do not think it
 necessary to give examples of this. 'Un peu de philologie et beaucoup de
 grec moderne mettent dans la juste voie,' as Jean Psichari, the French
 Neogrecist,1 rightly says with regard to the question of Hebraisms.
 Let me conclude my lecture with the following remarks on New Testa-

 ment Greek. If Modern Greek had no other value than to help Biblical
 philology in the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures, this alone would be of
 no small importance. The New Testament is a first-class document of
 Hellenistic Greek, and all the advantage which we derive from Modern Greek
 for the study of the KotrI is of benefit to the study of Biblical Greek. Thus
 our methodical results lead us to the convincing conclusion that every student
 who occupies himself with Hellenistic or Biblical Greek must become
 acquainted with Modern Greek-the more the better. In my scientific work I
 considered it my principal task to utilize the study of Modern Greek for
 research into Hellenistic Greek, and in the new edition of my book on the
 Sprache des Hellenismus, which I am at present preparing, I hope to utilize it
 still more; for, since the publication of my book, the study not only of the

 Kotvyr, but also of Modern Greek, has made progress. Of course, he who
 wishes to bring each into a correct relation to the other must have more than
 a merely superficial knowledge of Ancient and Modern Greek. Dangers also
 exist for him who would without criticism combine all linguistic facts which
 bear some resemblance to one another. There are instances where the resem-

 blance between Hellenistic and Modern Greek is accidental, or at least open to
 different interpretations. The problems are sometimes so complicated that
 even one who has a good and critical knowledge of the facts cannot, for the
 present at least, offer a satisfactory solution.

 There is still need of much hard work in Ancient and Modern Greek

 before we can elucidate all the problems of Hellenistic Greek, the solution of
 which will depend upon a utilization of Modern Greek. And when we have
 succeeded in this work, I am afraid new problems will arise; for to the
 branch of philology in which we are working by new methods, and with a
 material that grows from day to day, Goethe's words, ' Da muss sich manches
 Riitsel 16sen, doch manches Ritsel kniipft sich auch,' are truly applicable.

 I have confined myself to the history of language. Of course, the value of
 Modern Greek is not confined to this. Other philological problems have been
 indicated by scholars such as Hesseling and Menardos, whom I named at the

 1 Grec de la Septante, p. 192.
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 beginning of my lecture. The so-called folklore of antiquity has, above all,
 much to gain from Modern Greek philology. Cosmological and mythological
 ideas, customs, and superstitions of the Modern Greek people, all have their
 roots in antiquity. Thus modern folklore enables us, like modern language, to
 understand and to complete ancient traditions; and I think the advantage
 will here, perhaps, be yet greater than in the study of the language, because
 the sources of ancient folklore are not so abundant as those of the vernacular

 language. But few philologists make use of this source of knowledge.
 Linguistic inquiry will be a guide in these studies; for the methods and
 problems of both are very similar. Just as the different sides of human culture
 are closely connected and phenomena in one sphere of culture have their
 parallels in the others, so do the different branches of philology or Kultur-
 wissenschaft help one another, each branch co-operating with the others in the
 interests of the whole, the study of the human mind and human culture.
 Hence the history of language is, rightly understood, a piece of the history of
 culture.

 ALBERT THUMB.

 UNIVERSITY OF STRASSBURG.

 A FALSE QUOTATION FROM PLAVTVS.

 MAYOR on Juv. xvi. 23 cites Plaut. Cist. iv. 12. 2 mulo inscitior. He is
 followed by Friedlinder ad loc. Ellis, in the first edition of his commentary
 on Catullus, refrains from citing the passage to illustrate lxxxiii. 3 mule nihil
 sentis, but gives it in his second edition on the authority of Scioppius. The
 phrase is a false quotation and will not be found in any modern text of the
 Cistellaria. Its origin is explained by Taubmann's note, in Gruter's Plautus,
 1621, on Cist. iv. 2. 12 (iv. 2. Io in modern texts) Nori sum scitior : 'At Janus
 Guilielmius "Verum" inquit "est, atit ueri saltim non dissimile, scripsisse
 Plautum, Sed nonne ecastor ego sum mulo inscitior ? quod adagionem urbanum

 et politissimo poeta dignum redolet. Nam ita et multos 7rapotLtco$<ctO, nomina-
 bant stupidos et hebetes, Kcal AvatLorj ov'. Catullus: Mule nihil sentis. Et
 hoc, credo, hausit e Brixiana editione in qua est, Sed nonne ecastor ego sum
 multo inscitior."'

 F. W. HALL.
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